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As his world collapses, love opens his heart. Robbie Grayson has always felt like a bit of an outsider in the
Chester family, though he's related by blood. An orphan taken in at a young age, he is further set apart by a
limp inflicted by a childhood illness. Nevertheless, he's content enough with his quiet country life-until a
mercurial wastrel named Charles Worthington explodes into it. And Robbie is assigned to play nursemaid to
an invalid with an attitude. Injured in a carriage accident, Charles arrives at the Chester estate drunk as a lord
and with empty pockets. Despair consumes him as his broken body slowly heals, but the kindness of quiet,
thoughtful Robbie saves him from drowning in self-pity. Over chess matches and conversation, these polar
opposites challenge each other to break out of old patterns, until desire burns through the thin veneer of pure
friendship. Yet their passion could destroy the family bonds they value so highly. Especially when someone
catches wind of their relationship-and threatens blackmail. Warning: This book contains hot man-on-man
lovin' between not-quite kissin' cousins.
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From reader reviews:

Garnet Veach:

This book untitled Mending Him to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this book in the book
retail outlet or you can order it by using online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes you
quickly to read this book, as you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no reason for your
requirements to past this e-book from your list.

Paula Salas:

The book Mending Him will bring one to the new experience of reading the book. The author style to spell
out the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book you just read, this book very suitable to you.
The book Mending Him is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book in the
official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Billie Brown:

The reserve untitled Mending Him is the e-book that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the reserve content that will be shown to a person. The language that publisher use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, therefore
the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book
of Mending Him from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Joyce Williams:

This Mending Him is great book for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
else always deal with world and still have to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it facts
accurately using great coordinate word or we can claim no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but
hard core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Mending Him in your hand like keeping
the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no publication that offer you
world within ten or fifteen moment right but this guide already do that. So , this can be good reading book.
Hey Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt that will?
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